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NATURAL progression
a sensitive design 
approach blurs the lines 
between old and new

Words James Cleland 
photography Steve Back

Throughout the pages of Renovate, one 
notices that many of the projects have 
one thing in common; it is a feature 
that dominates the design ethos of 

well-made and thoughtfully designed Australian 
homes. This is, of course, large open-plan living 
spaces that are designed to be interconnected 
with one another and that have an intrinsic 
connectivity and relationship with the outdoor 
environments which are part of a property.

The Aussie climate, though at times 
unfathomable, is one that is the envy of the 
world, with bountiful sunshine all year round  
and, for most, a very moderate winter. Compared 
to the rest of the first world, our position is one 
of extreme good fortune.

The unfortunate side of this is that many 
homes in Australia were built without a clue as 
to how to design for such a climate and lifestyle. 
Even to this day there are thousands of homes 
that are dark, poorly configured, and closed off 
and isolated from the splendours of our climate. 
This is especially true of the many thousands of 
homes that are found in close proximity to the 
vast and near endless coastlines of our country.

And yet like so many before them, this is 
where the clients of McNally Architects found 
themselves, in a home with so much potential, 
though it has remained untapped and near 
forgotten for many years. Isolated by an odd 
and awkward extension from their rear garden 
and lacking any real contact with the property’s 
external environment, the owners enlisted the 
help and design skills of this North Sydney-based 
firm. The brief was to rent asunder their old 
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right The renovation opened the home’s living 
spaces not only to each other, but also to the glory 
of the great outdoors
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home and transform it into a living space that 
could enviously take its place in the forefront  
of the “Australian dream”.

As a single-storey Californian bungalow 
on a fairly flat site, the main problem was its 
disconnection with the outer environment. 
The large rear yard had so much potential, yet 
from inside the home, you could neither see 
nor feel, as the architects put it “what the day 
was doing outside”.

To remedy this, the clients briefed their 
design team to create a renovation that dealt 
with the estranged rear addition, and opened 
the home’s living spaces not only to each other, 
but also to the glory of the great outdoors.

The first step in the renovation was to 
demolish the entire rear north-facing half of the 
home as well as the extension, creating a fresh 

workspace for a complete renewal of the indoor 
and outdoor living areas.

The front facade of the home was kept as 
close to its original style as possible, though new 
windows and fencing were used to help liven 
the presentation of the home from the street. 
Internally, the front half of the home remained 
as originally laid out and maintained its use as 
bedrooms and private spaces for the family.  
New flooring, joinery and lighting was placed  
and installed to create a continuous flow 
between the old and new aspects of the home.

A unique aspect in the renovation and 
creation of the new living space was to create 
areas that flowed together as a whole, but at 
the same time had an element of isolation 
from one another, so family members could 
find privacy and areas of solace without being 
completely disconnected from the buzz that is 
found in this family home.

This was done through the subtle use of 
joinery and feature walls as well as sliding doors. 

Blurring the line between these spaces creates  
a robust home that is equipped and designed to 
cope with any aspect of the australian environment
Above Family members 
can find privacy and 
areas of solace without 
being completely 

disconnected from the 
buzz that is found in this 
family home
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The owners were set on the large 
sandstone fireplace that stands between 
the indoor living room and the kitchen 
and dining — its effect is paramount to 
the appeal of the renovation
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One such piece is the large sandstone fireplace 
that stands between the indoor living room 
and the kitchen and dining. It was this piece that 
the owners were set on from the get-go of the 
project, and although it came at a significant 
cost, its effect is paramount to the appeal of 
the renovation.

The living space itself is made up of the six 
core areas covering both internal and external 
spaces of the home and property. These 
are the fully refurbished living/lounge room 
connected to the dining and kitchen and then 
from the internal spaces connecting to the 
outdoor living and dining space to which  
the pool sits adjacent; the sixth part of this is  
the garden, which has seen some landscaping 

and renewal to keep its visual tone in line with 
the renovated spaces.

Large louvred windows and floor-to-ceiling 
sliding doors create the boundaries between  
the internal and external spaces, meaning the link 
between these two elements is always apparent. 
Large bi-fold doors allow the outdoor living 
room to connect to the internal spaces. Differing 
floor surfaces help define the unique areas of 
the home without breaking the partnership felt 
between each space. Day or night, this creates a 
vibrant and visually textured environment that 
feels like a contiguous whole.

Materiality and finishes of the renovation 
bring the home in line with the beach house 
feel that the original home evoked, yet with the 
new revisions every stone, plank and pane of 
glass enables the home to exude a refined and 
luxurious appeal. Its modern aesthetic and  
the interconnecting spaces create a bold style 
that is instantly inviting, and offers a varied 
landscape for one to explore and enjoy.

opposite The kitchen 
features a Bianca 
Pearl Satin Artedomus 
benchtop and turquoise 
gloss 100x300mm  
tile splashback

 

Above Large louvred 
windows in the kitchen 
create the boundaries 
between the internal and 
external spaces
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Connect with  
the outdoors 
through the 
use of louvre 
windows
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Environmentally, the home benefits from 
its design and orientation. The large array of 
glass doors and windows allow sunlight to fill the 
interiors with natural light, and permit easy  
cross-ventilation. Roof shape, large eaves and 
window placement prevent the full force of the 
summer sun from hitting the home while still 
allowing the lower-angled sunlight of the winter 
months to deeply penetrate inside. This design 
keeps the building passively cool in summer  
and warm in winter, while still making it a light  
and vibrant space during the day. And as  
a by-product, reduction in costs for heating  
and lighting are achieved.

An added touch to the home’s sustainable 
footprint is the large rainwater tank, which 
captures roof water and the amount of 
recycled materials used. Recycled materials 
and paints were sourced for the rebuild and 

sandstone from the demolished section of  
the home has been reused.

The aspects of this project that create  
a really unique renovation from the architects’ 
point of view are “the openness and linking of 
spaces, which creates a free-flowing house that 
is comfortable and easy to live in. The home’s 
ability to breathe and regulate its internal climate 
passively is a big plus. The visible link to the outer 
environment helps to merge the elements and 
this brings the outdoors and indoors together 
in effortless harmony. Blurring the line between 
these spaces creates a robust home that is 
equipped and designed to cope with any aspect 
of the Australian environment.” 

the visible link to the outer environment helps to 
merge the elements and this brings the outdoors 
and indoors together in effortless harmony

Above As shown in this 
bedroom, glass doors and 
windows allow sunlight 
to fill the interiors with 
natural light

right The renovation now 
features one ensuite and 
one bathroom, with the 
finest fittings and fixtures
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The placement  
of windows in 
the study permits 
sunlight to flood  
the space
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project particulars
This project was designed by:
McNALLY ArcHItectS
Suite 9, 9 Myrtle Street, North Sydney 
NSW 2060
tel: 02 9929 5144
email: office@mcnallyarchitects.com.au
Web: mcnallyarchitects.com.au

This project was built by:
MIcHAeL opperMAN 
coNStrUctIoNS
tel: 0414 988 182
Licence number: 211555C

FLoorING
Kitchen/dining/living: Flooring inside 
tallowwood antique 130mm-wide boards
Bedroom: Cavalier Bremworth Galet 
Carpet in Pumice

WALLS
Kitchen/dining/living: Dulux Kahlua Milk
ceiling: Dulux Grand Piano quarter strength
Kids’ study area: Dulux Natural White
Bedroom: Dulux Pale Tendril
Fireplace: ECO Stone

KItcHeN
Benchtop: Bianca Pearl Satin Artedomus
Back bench: Jaipur Thyme from  
Stone Italiana
Splashback: Turquoise gloss  
100x300mm tile
cabinetry: Polyurethane satin  
— Scotts Kitchens

Kitchen mixer: City Stik B99.08
Kitchen sink: Barazza Cubo double sink, 
Oliveri Professional series half bowl
oven: ILVE 90cm freestanding oven
rangehood: ILVE concealed hood 80cm
Fridge: Electrolux NB430J
Dishwasher: Existing, by client
Microwave: Existing, by client

BAtHrooM FIttINGS
cabinetry: Scotts Kitchens
Basin: Rogerseller Catalano Zero 
washbasin 75
W/c: Pro wall-hung basin
tiles/walls and floor: Ensuite floor  
— Terrazzo Tierra Hone (on site)
Vanity mosaic tiles: Bisazza Opus Roano 
(on site)
ensuite walls: Mule 400x200mm white 
matt (on site)
Sanitary fixtures: Lava by Jika
towel rail: Hydrotherm heated towel rail
taps: Brodware city Stik wall mixer, spout
Shower/bath Croma 160  
overhead shower
Feature wall and floor: Penny Gloss 
Rounds – colour Oyster (on site)

WINDoWS & eXterNAL DoorS
Glass door window and bi-fold door: 
Alspec anodised aluminium, Breezway 
louvred system

LIGHtING
outdoor room and outdoor lighting: 
Downlights, Panorama Vaucluse Square
Indoor: Uplight Wedgie Tovo

Around the pool path: Panorama Shelly 
recessed mini MR11 Eyelid path light round
pool lighting: By Malibu Pools

oUtDoor
pool: Mineral pool by Malibu Pools
roof/walls/external cladding: James 
Hardie Scyon Linea weatherboards, 
rendered brickwork
ceiling lining: V-groove ceiling panel lining
paving: Pool coping tiles, Arenisca 
Sandstone, step treads supplied by 
Surface Gallery
paving: Arenisca Sandstone honed tiles 
supplied by Surface Gallery
Decking: Spotted gum timber 130x25mm 
boards for pool deck
timber vertical feature blade walls: 
Spotted gum 30x18mm lining
Fencing: Frameless 12mm toughened glass 
pool fencing with stainless-steel spigots
Screening: Spotted gum timber screening 
around pool equipment and barbecue doors
Accessories: Electrolux integrated 
barbecue, barbecue rangehood, Qasair 
wall-mounted stainless-steel exhaust, 
beverage bar, Vintec glass door bar fridge
Speaker system: Sonos wireless home 
music system
external rendered walls: Porter’s  
Paints Putty
external feature colour: Weatherboard 
around house – Porter’s Paints Peat
Fireplace: Jetmaster 6000
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N e w  a d d i t i o n s
1  G a r a g e
2  E n t r y
3  S t o r a g e  &  L a u n d r y
4  S t u d y
5  K i t c h e n

6  D i n i n g  r o o m 
7  L i v i n g  r o o m
8  T e r r a c e
9  S t u d y
1 0  M a s t e r  b e d r o o m
1 1   E n s u i t e

1 2  T i m b e r  d e c k
1 3  P o o l
1 4  D r y i n g  c o u r t
1 5  P o o l  p u m p

 

E x i s t i n g
1 6  F a m i l y  r o o m
1 7  B a t h r o o m
1 8  B e d r o o m
1 9  V e r a n d a h

G R O U N D  f l o o r  p l a n

the large rear yard had  
so much potential, yet 
from inside the home,  
you could neither see  
nor feel, as the architects 
put it “what the day was 
doing outside”
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L e g e n d


